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       The Oblivion of the Cultural Origin Man-to TANG SYSU, Department of Philosophy (Zhuhai) Abstract lf we want to assess whether or not Husserl's phenomenology is an Eurocentrism, we need to be clear on precisely what the pure theoria and what the Europeanization of all other civilization Husserl has in rnind. In the arlicle I defend Husserl from the accusation of denying the existence of philosophical alterity, and offering an alternative reading according to Husserl's writings, Europeanization without Eurocentrism. I sketch another argument takes on what the oblivion of the cultural origin might amount to and propose that our suspension of the cultural heritage and its burden should be more positive, if we opt for a non-Eurocentric reading of Husserl. Keywords Eurocentrism, Edmund Husserl, Oblivion, History, Home-world Husserl has been recently accused as a Eurocentric philosopher rLar-. I -. --6. 2010,229;2016,41,2019,128;Yu 2012,154; Tava2016.208: Hons lrt1.,. ,r - L.,.1 begins his critique from 2007 by ernpl-rasizing the radical diff-erence Edmu:r.t 1j,...;--. and Jan Patoöka. Lau is particularly concerned with the Husserlian ärrentp-r1.'..:..-, identifies Greek th€oria with European Science as the authentic culturai ,,r,..r,.i : universal significance, "is without doubt fbrmed with an explicit Eurocentric bias ' i.,.. 2016,476). Lau's critique of Husserl's Eurocentrism demonstrates the eTroc'ir. rl cultural prejudice. By virtue of the methodological practice of the epochö, \\ e can qr\ c up our own cultural prejudice to immerge ourselves in the historical and human conte\r of other philosophies. Therefore, his phenomenology of interculturality is fbunded upon the vigilance and readiness to get rid of one's own cultural prejudice. This article evaluates his critique of Husserl's Eurocentrism. To a large extent, I agree with Lau that Husserl can be interpreted as a Eurocentric philosopher, and I highly appreciate Lau's phenomenology of interculturality. However. I offer two arguments to supporl my alternative reading of Husserl's Eurocentrism. The first argument is an argument from a careful analysis of Husserl's works. To employ Lao and Lau's terrninologies. Husserl's idea of philosophl,as "pure thAoria^'has both a closed element (+ipfl,trä) and an open element (ffiütiHfr). Husserl always speaks of the task of historical self-reflection, a regressive inquiry into the cultural origin, through which phenomenologists can renew the original motivation that gives rise to the Greek- European civilization. The second argument is an argument from Husserlian defense. Thanks to the lesson of "horne-wor1d" (Heimvelt) and "foreign-world" (Frentder Welt) analysis, giving up one's own cultural prejudice would be a too harsh requirement for the achievement of interculturality.2 Cultural prejudices signify our fore-structure and pre-understanding of the home-rvorld. However, humans constantly render the oblivion of the cultural origin which is unavoidable and inevitable. In light of the oblivion, I argue for the reversibility of the home-world and the foreign-world that one can liberate from a particular home-world and reopens to other foreign-worlds. l. The critique of Husserl's Eurocentrism Lau repeatedly criticizes the late Husserl's fonnulation of the Idea of philosophy as "pure iltAona", which is a Greek heritage, thereby full of Eurocentric oveftones. The task of püre thAoria requires philosophers to build theoretical knowledge upon theoretical knowledge in infinittrm. Such a predetermined Idea of philosophy as "pure I Ernst Wolfgang Orth firstly ernploys the Geman terrn Eurozentrismtrs (Orth 1993. 334). In English speaking world, Philip Buckley entploys the term "Eurocentrism" even early than Orth's r.l,ork. However, he does not criticize Husserl and remains open to the debate. As he notes that, there are many faces of Husserl. To accuse Husserl's Eurocentrism, this difficult question "can only be handled by examining closely the various forms of meaning-experience. While an exhaustive analysis of different types ofmeaning-experience is beyond the scope olthe present work, these questions should, nevertheless. be kept ir.r mind"' (1992,32). 2 Antony Steinbock employs the term "alien'" to emphasize the role of normativity. I think, Fremder Welt is neutral in the phenornenological description. The normative distinction of home-a1ien is firstly and principally founded upon the phenornenological description of "home-world" and "'foreign-wo11d',. This paper does not deal rvith the problem of normativity, so to avoid the too strong nonnative sense of "alien", I prefer to translate "Fremder Welr" ir'tto "foreign-world" instead of "alien-rvorld". thöoria" is in turn based on his own understanding of the philosophico-scientific attitude of the Greeks as a 'purely theoretical attitude"' (Lau 2016, 125-126)' The Greeks distinguish a practical attitude and a purely theoretical attitude' Laymen who are absorbed in their daily affairs. By contrast, philosophers who detach thernselves from their daily affairs in a practical attitude to build theoretical knowledge in a theoretical attitude. The Greeks breaks-in (Einbruch) or breakthroughs (Durchbruclt) to philosophy in a theoretical attitude from daily perfotmance in a practical attitude' It enables a new possibility of humanity, that is, the transfotmative civilization of human being from the enclosed practical dornain to the detached theoretical domain' However, according to Lau, this Idea of philosophy as "pute thAoria" is a severe obstacle to intercultural understanding in philosophy, for with this Idea in mind the father of phenomenology denies other forms of philosophy, such as those of India and China, as a genuine philosophy (Lau 2016,3;104). The Eurocentric overtones reach the climax of Husserl's unbalanced or et'en biased appreciation of Greek philosophy' In Crisis, Husserl asserts that, Today we have a plethora of works about Indian philosophy, Chinese philosophy, etc., in which these are placed on a plane with Greek philosophy and are taken as merely different historical forms under one and the same idea of culture' Naturally, common f-eatures are not lacking' Neverlheless, one must not allow the merely morphologically general features to hide the intentional depths so that one becomes blind to the most essential differences of principle (Husserl Krisis,325; Crisis.279)' Husserl makes a distinction between Oriental philosophy and Western philosophy' The former refers to Indian philosophy and Chinese philosophy, whereas the latter refers to Greek philosophy. Indian, Chinese and Greek philosophy are taken as different historical forms. Despite of their different historical forms, they are regarded as "philosophy" because they share one and the same idea of culture' What does "one and the same idea of culture" refer to? According to Lau, what Husserl actually refers to is that "only the fbrm of philosophy developed within modem European humanity can be said to be genuine philosophy, because only European philosophy has inherited the attitude that originates from the Greek way of philosophical thinking as pure thÖoria" (Lau 2016, 55). Lau draws resources from the Prague lecture, in which Husserl claimed that "European humanity bears within itself an absolute idea, rather than being merely an empirical anthropological type like'China'or'lndia"'(Husserl Krisis,14; Crisis, 16). The absolute idea is pure theoria which gives rise to the European civilization" Lau argues that Husserl has a tendency of shifting from a phenomenological description of historical differences to a philosophical assumption of cultural dogmatism' There is another important distinction here, that is, European culture and Oriental culture, Chinese and Indian culture included' European culture argues for a humanity that bears within itself the transformative civilization of human being from the enclosed practical domain to the detached theoretical domain. In contrast to European culture, Oriental culture is an empirical anthropological type that neglects the transformative civilization of human being from the enclosed practical domain to the detached theoretical domain' In this way, if the Idea of philosophy is pure theoria, then philosophy must gain its success within the detached theoretical domain. Since Oriental culture ignores the transfotmative civilization frorn the enclosed practical domain to the detached theoretical domain, it fails to ground the Idea of philosophy although there is philosophy in China and India. Lau criticizes, Husserl sharply separates those European and those non-European philosophers. Only modem European philosophers and scientists are the legiiimated heirs of this Greek philosophical tradition understood as the exclusive search for "pure iltAoria'' (Lau 2016, 25)' Furthermore' Husserl's argument commits the false dichotorny in his irnplicit Eurocentrism, In other words, either all extra-European civilizations have to take Europe as rvill the absolute yard-stake in their future development, or else human history simply be a non-sense. This is a line of thought which situates itself between the extremes of "Europe or nothingness" (Lau 2016, 104-5)' The Idea of philosophy can be grounded upon European civilization or groundless' And it is phenomenologically unacceptable to carry out a philosophical investigation without a critical examination of the cultural origin in China and India' Worse stilf it unjustifiably ignores or denies the constituting role of Chinese-Indian culture in the that historical development of Western philosophy. Husserl's Eurocentrism maintains Greek-European soil is the unique place of birth of philosophy and modem Europeans in the very restrained sense of the term are the unique genuine heir of this ancient philosophical nation of the West. Lau crilicizes that such a "narrow-minded but Europe' urrogunt attitude" ignores the ground and the existence of philosophy outside thus "denies the existence of philosophical alterity''' Therefore, Husserl's Eurocentristn does not promote but hinders intercultural understanding in philosophy in the globalized age (Lau 2016,215). 2. Husserl's defense: Europeanization without Eurocentrism As we have seen in Lau's critique, not only the sharp separation between Greek- European philosophy and Chinese-Indian philosophy but also the denial of the existence of philosophical alterity are problematic' In the following, I argue for an alternative reading of Husserl that he does not deny the existence of philosophical by alterity. My alternative reading of Husserl critically examines what Husserl means an empirical anthropological type and its relationship with pure thäoria' By doing so' I suggest that Husserl's separation is not a fom of ethnic distinction, but a form of being distinction between the practical interest and the theoretical interest'3 Rather than but a narrow-minded but affogant phenomenologist, Husserl is a limited-knowledge honest phenomenologist who describes what he knows about Chinese-Indian philosophy according to his historical-cultural condition' Husserl attributes the label, an empirical anthropological type, to Chinese-Indian culture and philosophy, but the label has not clarified in Crisis' To clarify it' we need to make ref'erences to Husserl's lecture "Phenomenology and Anthropology" delivered ISome scholars such as Lau and Hong argue that Husserl's Eurocentrism is a form of Ethnocentrism' Fir further details, please see (Lau 2016, 29 and Hong 2019' 104)' in June of 1931. In the lecture, Husserl makes a distinction between the philosophical anthropology and the empirical anthropology, Ernpirical knowledge -- descriptive, classificatory, and inductive -- is not yet science in the full sense. It provides only relative and rnerely situational truths. Philosophy, as genuine science, strives for absolute and definitive truths that surpass all forms of relativity (Husserl, Aufscitzeund Vortrcige (1922-1937),166; Psychological and Transcendental Phenomenologt- and the Confrontation v'ith Heidegger ( I 9 2 7 - I 9 3 I ), 382). Anthropology is the study of human beings. There are two approaches, namely, the ernpirical study of human beings and the philosophical study of human beings. The former aims to describe, classify and induce knowledge of human being which are only relative and merely situational truths, whereas the latter aims to grasp the invariant essential forms of human being which are absolute and definitive truths. The two are not mutually exclusive, but rather, they have grounding/ grounded relationship. Prior to empirical knowledge, there is a universal knowledge of those essential possibilities with which no human being can be thought of its essential characteristics. The true foundation of philosophy lies "in the eidetic doctrine of one's concrete-worldly existence" (Husserl Aufsätze und Vorträge (1922-1937), 164; Psychological and Trcmscendental Phenomenology- and the ConJrontation w'ith Heidegger (l927-193I), 380). In contrast to philosophical anthropology, the label of an empirical anthropological type, as Lau observes, implies a devaluation of Chinese-Indian culture and philosophy that they focus on relative and merely situational truths. Either they have no philosophy, or they have philosophy. Yet even if Chinese-Indian culture have philosophy, then it remains undeveloped or less-developed, comparing to Greek- European culture and philosophy. As Husserl notes, As we know, science in our European sense is, generally speaking, a creation of the Greek spirit. Its original name is philosophy, and the range of its knowledge is the totality of whatever has being at all (Husserl, Aufsätze und Vortrcige ( 1 9 2 2- I 9 3 7), 166; Psychological and Transcendental Phenomenology and the Confrontation with Heidegger (1 927- I 93 I ), 382). The origin of philosophy is the Greek spirit which the theoretical interest overrides the practical interest. Philosophers no longer restrict themselves to the empirical observation, description and classification, but rather, they devote themselves to the investigation of the invariant essential form and the eidetic structure. It gives us an impression that Husserl is undoubtedly an Eurocentric philosopher, as he underestimates or even downplays Chinese-Indian culture and philosophy as an inferior type of philosophy, and conversely, he glorifies the supremacy and primacy of the Greek spirit. Nevertheless, we should not conclude so fast because European philosophy also requires step-by-step over a long process of development even though the origin of philosophy is the Greek spirit. Husserl returns to the Greek origin and points out that, Initially the teleological notion of philosophy (or of science) was obscurely conceived; but step-by-step over a long process of development it has taken def-rnite shape and has been clarified and consolidated. Klorvledge within the attitude of o.up(rv. that of pure theoretical "interest" issues in an initial sense of- science that soon proves inadequate (Husserl Aufscitze und L'ortcige (1922-1937), 166; Psvcltological ancl Transcendentol Phenomenologr- and the Confi'ontation wirh Heiclegger ( I 927- I 93 I ), 382). Instead of setting the tone of the Idea of philosophy, the Idea of philosophy begins with an obscure conception in tlie Greek spirit, and more importantly, knowledge within the attitude of pure theoretical "interest" issues (pure thAorla) is soon regarded as inadequate. Both the Idea of philosophy and pure thAoria has been modified in the historical development of Western philosophy. In this regard, Husserl's Idea of philosophy is not simply a closed element because it has an open element in the sense that it requires progression and involves development. We should thus distinguish the Europeanization of all foreign civllization (die Etrropciisiet"ung aller fremden Menschheiter) tiom Eurocentrism. Rather than giving a "Europe or nothing" false diclrotomy, an alternative reading of Husserl's idea of "the Europeanization of all other civilization" is to promote European style of life to other cultures rather than imposing a forceful threat that European rationality is the necessary condition for the existence of philosophy in another culture. Even though Husserl aims to promote European style of life to other cultures, his Europeanization is not in an arrogant manner. He clarifies in his reflection on the style of one's own home-world and that of foreign-world, Who analytically construe the style of one's own home-world and that of foreign-world?... I say: "1, the European, I in the historicity of Greek science and in possession of its methodologicalhabitualities". and I say: "The primitive man, the Roman living in myth, who was not yet Hellenized and the like couldn't do that, and the Chinese today also can't do it, if they haven't been Europeanized"" so I actually assume again that I Europeans have knorvledge of primitives etc. Science of history. My reflection on superhuman existence, the human environment, human possession of the world, before science and on the project of a universal science, is also the reflection of European man (Husserl, Die Lebensw'el t, 769; my emphasis).4 "Home-world" and "foreign-wor1d" are binary concepts. From Husserl's first-person perspective, his home-world is Europe, and his foreign world is non-Europe. But it is not simply because of the geological aspect, but because his habitualities are constituted by the sedimented tradition in Europe, e.g., the historicity of Greek science. The sedimented tradition heavily influences Husserl's reflection. Every general reflection aWerlegtanalytischdenStildereigenenHeimwelt (undden) derfremdenaus?...Sageich: ..ich,der Europäer, ich in der Geschicht-lichkeit der griechischen Wissenschaft und im Besitz ihrer metho- dischen Habitualitäten", und sage ich: ..Der primitive Mensch,der im Mythischen lebende Römer. der noch nicht hellenisiert warund dg1., konnte das nicht, und der Chinese heute kann es auchlOnicht, urenn er nicht europäisiert worden ist". so setze ich eigentlichrvieder voraus. dass ich Europäer Wissen von Primitiven etc. habe.die ..nüchterne" objektive Wissenschaftlichkeit und im besonderen (die) Wissenschaftlichkeit der Historie. Meine Besinnung übermenschliches Dasein, rrenschliche Umwelt, menschliche Welthabel5vor der Wissenschaft und über das Vorhaben einer universalen Wis-senschafi ist selbst des europäischen Menschen Besinnung. has its sedimented tradition in his individual having-been and his respective individual environment. Even though Husserl tries to ref'lect upon human existence, the human environment and human possession of the world prior to "the Greek spirit". he can never give up or get rid of'his cultural prejudice. Metaphorically speaking, the stigma of European is imprinted onto Husserl's mind, and his blood and flesh are full of the sedimented tradition in Europe. According Mackinlay, Heidegger makes it clear in his analysis of fore-structure in Being and Time. Fore-structure has three elements: Pore- having, Fore-sight, Fore-conception. Prejudice ref'ers to the way in which we embody the fore-structure of our understanding.5 The notion of Europe signifies a style of life rather than a geological territory. In this way, Husserl explains that the primitive Roman man who lives in myth without encountering European style of life could not construe Europe as his home-world, so as the Chinese. Undeniably, Husserl draws a distinction between European style and non-European style. Yet his distinction is neither a sharp separation nor a denial of the existence of another culture. He rnakes it clear in the following, So it is natural that in my world I find myself as the person of this habituality, but anirnals and primitives who do not have this habituality like me, i.e., for me experienceable and recognizable are in this sense of being, ( a sense of being ) , which excludes it. (Husserl , Die Lebenswelt, 170).6 With the sedimented tradition in Europe, Husserl finds himself as the person who habituates in the European style of life. Animals and primitives who do not have this habituality are still for him experienceable and recognizable, but they are excluded from his habituality. In other words, they are foreigners. I find, his analysis is convincing. According to Husserl's principle, the primitive man who has not yet undergone the cultural investment of sedimented tradition could not faithfully consider the culture as his home-world. In this regard, Chinese who has not yet Europeanized could not faithfully consider the Europe as his home-world because he is not familiar with the European style of life. Similarly, Husserl who has not lived in the Chinese style of life could not treat Chinese culture as his home-world. We need to bear four important points in mind. First, Husserl's notions of "Europe". "China" and "India" are not geological notions but cultural notions. Second, the cultural notion is based on the cultural investment of sedimented tradition, or more precisely, the cultural investment of habitualities. Third, "home-world" and "foreign-world" relationship is not sharply separated but relatively opposite. The third point leads to the fourth and the most important point, the relative opposition of "home-world" and "foreign-wor1d" relationship allows interculturality. Suppose Siu Ming was a 15-year-old boy who was born in an undeveloped village in China. He lived there for 15 years. All people in the village were uneducated and had s Shane Mackinlay argues for the role of prejudice mainly with reference to Heidegger and Gadarner (2017 , 120). For furlher details of Heidegger's doctrine of fore-structure, please refer to (Heidegger, t96t, 192-19s). 6 So ist es natürlich, dass ich in meiner Welt rnich5als Menschen dieser Habitualität, aber neben mir Tiere und Primitivefinde, die diese Habitualität nicht haben, d.i. flir mich erfahrbar und erkennbar sind in diesem Seinssinn, (einern Seinssinn) , der dieselbeausschließt. (§4. no knowledge about the modem culture outside the viilage. They tended to work hard in farms every day. Since there is no electricity and other basic infrastructure, their living style is extremely sirnple. One day, a well-educated gentleman who visited the village talked with Siu Ming and told hirn sornething about the modern cuiture. To Siu Ming, the present living style is undoubtedly the horne-world where he is so much familiar with. Whereas the modern culture is a fbreign-worid where Siu Ming is now experienceable and recognizable through the rnouth of the gentleman, it is somer.l'here Siu Ming can potentially arrive at in the future although he remains unfämiliar with at the present moment. On the one hand, everyone begins with a horne-world. On the other hand, everyone potentially reaches foreign-world. Husserl is well-aware of this potentiality, so he ernphasizes that "the Roman living in the myth u,ho was not yet Hellenized (noch nicht hellenisiert v;anmd)" could not analyticall,v construe Europe as his home-world. This is a phenomenological description rather than any evaluate judgement. The phrase "was not -vet" pinpoints the potentiality rather than the actuality at the present moment. I defend, an alternative reading of Husserl suggests that Husserl's promotion of Europeanization is not based on an evaluate judgement, but a phenomenological analysis of "home-world" and "foreign-world" relationship. Such a relationship is not a sharp separation but a relative opposition that alien-world can potentially become a home-world if one is familiar with the "alien" culture by the cultural investment of sedimented tradition. The living style can consolidate the cultural investment of sedimented tradition. Since Husserlhad never lived in Chinese and Indian style of life, and had no cultural investment of the two traditions, both China and India are always for him the foreign-worlds. Returning to the Idea of philosophy, it is the same reasoning that he is unfamiliar with Chinese and lndian philosophy. Thus, his "home" Idea of philosophy begins with the Greek-European spirit rather than the "foreign" Idea of philosophy is not so strange. Although he is ignorant of Chinese and Indian culture, he does not deny the existence of Chinese and Indian philosophy. He explicitly states his open-minded about the foreign culture and philosophy, Looking around pre-scientifically, I like meeting Chinese, lndians, Hottentots, etc. I experience them as foreign people who are in the world and know themselves in the world - the world (Husserl, Die Lebensu'e|t,777).7 His differentiation between the East and the West is phenomenologically valid and his attitude toward the foreign-world remains potentially open. My altemative reading shows that Husserl shakes his friendly-hand to foreign-world without obliterating his home-world, the Europe. 3. A Husserlian defense: The oblivion of the cultural origin Some scholars may not satisfy Husserl's defense because of two reasons. The first reason is that Husserl indeed underrates Chinese-Indian culture and philosophy. The 7 ,,Vorwissenschaftlich Umschau haltend, mag ich Chinesen, India-nern, Hottentotten etc. begegnen. Ich erfahre sie als fremdartige Menschen, die in der Welt sind und sich selbst in der Welt wissen - derWelt". second is that the reversibility of "home-world" and "foreign-wor1d"" relationship distorts Husserl's insightfulcontribution on the irreducibility of home-alien distinction. Both Miettinen and Moran make substantial remarks concerning the first reason. Miettinen argues that the contrast between an "absolute idea" discovered as a fundamental constituent of European humanity and an "empirical anthropological type" imposed to China and India "should not be read as a simple classification of cultures" (Miettinen 2020,335).8 In his careful textual analysis, he points out that the contrast is mainly a methodological difference. An "absolute idea" discovered as a fundamental constituent of European humanity does not refer to the Greek spirit but the phenomenological spirit. Throughout the long process of philosophical development, European hurnanity is now renewed under the guidance of the phenomenological method through which an absolute and rigorous idea of philosophical science is proposed. In contrast to the philosophical development in the West, Chinese philosophy and Indian philosophy has no guidance of the phenomenological method, thereby failing to perform the phenomenological reduction to find out the invariant essential form or the eidetic structure. Nevertheless, Miettinen's response fails to defend Husserl, but rather, it drags phenomenology with the accusation of Eurocentrism. He simply postpones the period of the supremacy of European humanity from the ancient Greece to the contemporary Europe. And he confirms the denial of the rigorous scientific methodology in China and India. Therefore, rather than a Husserlian defense from the critique of Husserl's Eurocentrism, I believe, this response in turn justifies the Eurocentric reading of Husserl. Now let's consider another defense. Miettinen argues that "Husserl approached the idea of Europe in connection to the notion of teleology, this is not to say that Husserl would have restricted the use of this notion exclusively to Europe" (Miettinen 2020. 335). The teleological notion of philosophy that is bom within Europe is immanent to European history. This is not to say that unless the Idea of philosophy which begins with the Greek spirit is applicable to other cultures, there is no philosophy in other cultures, or the existence of philosophical alterity will be denied. Rather, this is to confirm the existence of philosophical alterity that the Idea of philosophy in Europe is different from other cultures'"on the basis of the type or character of its teleology" (Miettinen 2020, 335). Moran shares the same observation that Husserl's Idea of philosophy is not a closed element that takes the Greek spirit for granted. As Moran states, "the Greek breakthrough, however, had its limitations" (Moran 2011. 479). According to Moran, the regressive inquiry of the cultural origin in the search of the Idea of philosophy cannot be groundless, so the Western philosophy requires rnuch clarification and self- reflection in the classical period of Greek philosophy to guide the development. The 3 Here Philip R. Buckley may have a different interpretation. He makes a distinction between "factual" Europe and "Europe" as "idea". Although Husserl stress so much that "Europe" is just a name for uni.,,ersal idea of science to a",oid any charges, the problem of Eurocentrism remains. lt is unclear if a uniqueness to the cultural form called "Europe" is evident. and it is also unclear ifscientific rationalitl, in the Greek-European spirit is the only way for humanity to be truly human in Husserl's phenomenology. Tlierefbre, tire problem of Eurocentrism is open to debate. See (Buckley 1992,31-2). self-reflection is not to consolidate the Idea of philosophy originated from the Greek spirit. but rather. it is to renew it. With respect to Husserl's account of horne-alien (foreign) distinction, Steinbock makes a substantial analysis. However, he argues for the irreducibility of home-alien distinction. Without the "reservation". the cultural investment of a sedimented tradition. a territory cannot be understood as a home-land (1995, 233). According to Steinbock, having the density and momentum of a generative tradition, a home-world is not arbitrary. Since the alien-world also has its own generative density, an alien-rvorld remains dif'ferent from my home-world, even though he tries his best to understand and live in an alien style of life (1995,237).In other words, the alienness of the foreign- world profounds the inaccessibility of it by virtue of its unfamiliarity, its incomprehensibility, its geological remoteness and its practical impossibility for comportment. It is not so much strange experience to those who study or work aboard, far away from his motherland. Despite how hard you try to fit into the community, how many new friends you have made, how enjoyable you accommodate in the foreign- world, you might sometimes have a feeling of home-sick when you remember your family members and old friends in your motherland. ln Steinbock's view" phenomenological analysis of home-alien (foreign) distinction is not about "w,hat lhe alienworld is, not whether it exists", but rather, it is about the mode of accessibility, how'it is accessible" (1995.244). If we fonnulate the distinction in terms of accessibility/ inaccessibility, then the irreducibility would become clear. The alien qttct alien implies the alienness of the alien-world as "accessibility in genuine inaccessibility, in the mode of comprehensibility" (1995, 244). According to Steinbock. if Europeanization is a universali zation of a homeland, then Husserl's attempt violates his insight into the irreducibility of home-alien distinctions. In my vierv, there is no violation if we distinguish the irreducibility of home-alien distinction from the reversibility of "home-world" and "foreign-world" relationship. The generativity of home and alien is not interchangeable because of the conceptual asymmetry of home and alien. Even one posits the alien is like the home and the home like the alien, it still presupposes an incomparable or asymmetrical situation (1995,254). However, the generativity of home-world and foreign-world is interchangeable because of the practical syrrunetry of different lifeworlds.'oHome-world" and "foreign-world" relationship not only is the invariant essential form or eidetic structure of human person, but it also refers to a plurality of the lifeworld, the concrete and fruitful subsoil of meaningful network. "Home-world" and "foreign-world" are always historically and culturally conditioned, and consequently, as a being-in-the-world, we are also already historically and culturally conditioned. But how can we reverse the "home-world" and "forei gn-world" relationship? I argue, by means of the oblivion of its cultural origin, one can get rid of one's ow'n historical and cultural burden. In fact, Steinbock also implicitly rnentions it, The oblivion of a tradition to cultural conquest and the systematic denial of a cultural heritage can disappropriate the sense of the home-world in the sense that a tradition or a cultural heritage is no longer identifiable as ottr world (Steinbock 1995,235). The oblivion of the cultural origin has both negative and positive function. Concerning its positive function, we find that one liberates frorn its cultural conquest and cultural heritage by the oblivion. One disappropriates the sense of the home-world. It provides an oppoftunity for one to renew the sense of the home-world. In an arlicle written in May of 1934, Husserl addresses the notion of a constant oblivion, But life is also exactly a constant oblit ion and not just once in time - and it is in dilated stretches - ineffectiveness, unawakened of sedimentation, but also in the flowing totality of the respective ego, with regard to what is from him and in his having been, what is irnplied in the now, the living present. What is obliterated not only has never been awakened so far, but it also will never be awakened no matter how long life may progress as humanely, as worldly (Husserl Grenzproblente der Phaenontenologie, 49; my emphasis).e This is not to say that life has the phenomena of oblivion or life consists of oblivion, but rather, life is exactly a constant oblivion. The phrase "is exactly'' (ist eben) expresses the identity between life and constant oblivion. Such a constant oblivion can be further divided into two types: (1) oblivion as ineffectiveness, unawakened of sedimentation; (2) oblivion as the immemorial. In the former case, I experienced but let loose the tie with the experience.l0 Yet in the latter case, I have never experienced, but it somehow influences my present living. The immemorial is obliterated, and it has never and will never be awakened in any human lif'e. The second sense of oblivion is a radical regressive inquiry of the cultural origin in the generative phenomenology. The immemorial signifies that there is no "first" human, rather families give rise to families, generations to generations, with a sense of what is familiar and what is foreign (Husserl, Krisis, 37-41; Crisis. 38-42). The oblivion lets us retum to the primitive and f'rrst surrounding world which is the in-between-realm between earth and heaven, and lacks history. Moran further explains such a world is "super-nations" lÜbernationen) (Moran 2011,479).It follows that such a world is not a geological concept but a generative concept. The oblivion of the cultural origin explains how the reversibility of home-world and foreign-world is practically possible in the sense that human person is born to be oblivious, and more importantly, the cultural origin is obliterated in the immemorial. Unlike Steinbock suggests, the reversibility would not distort the irreducibility of home and alien distinction in the pure theoretical level because it less and less signifies a return to conceptual distinction in Husserl's phenomenology and more and more a return to the primordial evidence of the worid. Here I am stressing the significance of Lau's project, not only of the critique of Husserl's Eurocentrism, but because it reformulates the difficulty of the regressive e ,,Aber das Leben ist eben auch ein ständiges Vergessen und nicht nur ein in Jeu'eiligkeit - und sei es auch in weiten Strecken - Unwirksambleiben, Ungewecktbleiben von Sedimentiertem, sondem auch in der strömenden Totalität des jer,veiligen Ego hinsichtlich dessen, rvas es eben jeweils ist aus seinem und in seinem Geu'esensein, dem in dern Jetzt, der lebendigen Cegenu,atl Implizierten, ist Vergessenes, das nicht nur überhaupt bisher ungeweckt blieb, sondem nie geweckt sein wird, wie lange das Leben als rnenschl iches. al s u,eltliches forlschreiten mag". 10 We commonly call this kind of oblivion "forgetting" rvhich means memory-disturbance in our daily 1ife. inquiry of the cultural origin. The regressive inquiry of the cultural origin is ideally necessary, but it is also historically difficult or even impossible. Lau addresses that "[w]estern culture itself is the product of history; its success rendered it oblivion of its origin" (Lau 2016,170). This claim has two par1s. The first parl is about the ground of westem culture, whereas the second parl is about the ground of the oblivion of the cultural origin. To a large extent, I agree with the claim, but I radicahze it to show the historical difficulty of the regressive inquiry of the cultural origin. History is the ground of all cultures, both westem and eastern cultures included. "Culture is the transfotmation of nature and not the radical separation frorn it" (Lau 2016, 163). Traditional Chinese medical culture, through sorne 2,500 years of practice, involves the system of meridians and the dynamic structural whole of human body (Lau 2016,168). It transfonns the nature, including human beings, into an organized whole without emphasizing any radical separation. Besides, modern western culture consists of mathematicalnatural sciences as well as difl-erent forms of philosophy of subjectivity. in parlicular philosophies of consciousness (Lau 2016, 156). Mathematical natural science refers to Galilean science. In Husserl's analysis of the mathematization of nature, Galileo is a genius of the discovery of scientific measurement that he transforms the "pre-scientific" nature into the Western culture of mathemattzation and scientification. The term "modernity" thus signifies the culture of mathematization and scientification. History allows the meaning-sedimentation. so a parlicular style of culture can be fbrmed over a long process of historical development. The scientists after Galileo obliterate the fact that modern Western culture is the product of history. Lau makes a distinction between "structural history" and "chronological history". Structural history is one of the basic conditions of the emergence of human history which "consists in the inquiry into the way a ceftain collectivity gives rise to a series of possibilities on the basis of a parlicular environmental facticity" (Lau 2016. 164). By contrast, chronological history has no interest in the inquiry into the way a certain collectivity gives rise to a series of possibilities on the basis of a particular environmental fäcticity that it merely describes events throughout the chronological flow of time. The use of a narative configuration in chronological history is an altemative representation opposed to causal an even teleological explanation, whereas that structural history is a problem-oriented explanation conceming certain causality and teleology. Galilean science obliterates structural history, the teleology of sciences, rather than chronological history. Lau further elaborates that, But the price to pay for this success is the oblivion of the historical and cultural conditions which render possible this self-conscious collective cognitive activity. The Galilean mode of inquiry can never give a concrete answer to this question which belongs to the historical and cultural order (Lau 2016, 155). They take the success of Galilean science for granted because history is out of the theoretical interest of Galilean scientists. This is one of the substantial contributions in Husserl's transcendental pheriomenology. He has shown that "the theoretical prejudices of scientific objectivism and naive naturalistic realism are hindrance to the rediscovery and the return to the terrain of the pre-scientific lifeworld upon which philosophy has been given rise" (Lau 2016.8). Thepre-scientific lifeworld is neither somewhere out- there nor the totality of things, but a meaningful horizon or network which rnust always be historically-culturally conditioned. Therefore, the oblivion of lifeworld is nothing other than the oblivion of the historical and cultural conditions. Neverlheless, I radicalize the claim and argue that the oblivion of the cultural origin is not because ofthe success ofwestem culture, but because ofthe ontological necessity of hurnan persons who are already situated in the historical-cultural lif-eworld. Based on Husserl's notion of constant oblivion, I argue that the oblivion of the cultural origin can be divided into two types. First, the "oblivion" of the cultural origin refers to oblivion as ineffectiveness, unawakened of sedimentation if the culture is within the period of historiography, e.g., Galilean science and traditional Chinese medicine. Second, for those culture outside the period of historiography. the "oblivion" of the cultural origin refers to the immemorial, e.9., the t-rrst humanity in Westem culture and that in Eastern culture, we can obscurely conceive them as "the Greek spirit" and "the Zhou spirit". No one can trace it back in a detailed manner. and of course, no one can give a concrete historical account of it. Even the historiographical culture itself has its blind spot inherent in the perspective generated by the perception of a historically and culturally conditioned human persons. As Lau repeatedly states. "we have to admit that each culture has its blind spot inherent in the perspective generated by its own perception. No single culture has access to the total truth" (Lau 2016,216). Therefore, the oblivion of the cultural origin is doomed in some pre-historiographical culture, regardless of its success or failure of western cultural and eastern culture. In conclusion, the obstacle of intercultural understanding in Husserl's Eurocentrism is not because of Husserl's analysis of historical differences between the East and the West, but it is because he assumes that the Idea of philosophy must be fbunded upon the Greek-European spirit. Worse still, Husserl seems to dogmatically evaluate the cultural difference between the East and the West that Chinese-Indian culture which is an empirical anthropological type fails to develop pure thAoria. Husserl is accused as a suppofier of Eurocentrism. I offer an altemative reading by two defenses from the critique of Husserl's E,urocentrism. The first argument is based on the textual analysis of Husserl's works, and the second argument is based on a Husserlian elaboration of Husserl's concepts. Based on the two arguments. his promotion of Europeanization is not a Eurocentrism because it has an open element, and it has never denied the existence of Chinese and Indian philosophy. More importantly, the oblivion of the cultural origin serves as an impoftant clue for the liberation of a home-world and the reopening of other foreign-worlds. Finally, there might be some possible objections. Let us consider some responses to them. First, the oblivion of the cultural origin has the similar function with the epochö of cultural prejudice, so it seems that the oblivion of the cultural origin is redundant. Methodologically speaking, a complete epochö of cultural prejudice seems to be fäctically irnpossible because all human persons are factically conditioned in particular historical-cultural world. Heidegger, in his Dasein analysis, points out that pre-judices, pre-understanding and pre-having are the pre-structure of Dasein. It is factically inevitable for human persons to bear themselves the oblivion of the cultural origin. One may argue that if a complete epochö of cultural prejudice is factically impossible, it merely implies the extreme difficulty of avoiding ethnocentrism. Unlike the epochö,the oblivion is not simply a technique but an ontological necessity. It in turn ontologically grounds the outcome of "a negative moment- öcart and distance-which plays a positive role in the process of revelation of the totaltruth'' (Lau 2016,167). Secondly, even if the oblivion of the cultural origin can somehow reverse the home- world and the foreign-world, it rnay not be able to defend Husserl from the critique of Eurocentrism because the role of the oblivion of the cultural origin remains unclear. Let rne clarify the double role of the oblivion in the follo',ving. When Husserl discusses Galilean science, the oblivion of the cultural origin plays a negative function; whereas when we discuss the reversibility of "home-worid'' and "foreign-world" relationship, the oblivion of the cultural origin plays a positive function. I believe, the oblivion is neutral that it signifies our ontological necessity of constantly obliterating the past. It is a two-edged sword. The oblivion of the cultural origin can allow us the renelval of cultural tradition, whereas it can also lead to the oblivion of the horne-world. In the fonner case, the oblivion provokes the cultural breakthrough that has an open element. In this regard, it justifies a non-Eurocentric reading of Husserl. References Buckley. Philip R. 1992. Husserl, Heidegger and the Crisis o.f' Philosophical Re sp ort s ib ilily. Dordrecht : Springer. Heidegger, Marlin. 1967. Sein und Zeit. Tübingen: Max Niemeyer Verlag. Hong, Younkyun. 2019. Post-intentional Phenomenology as Ethical and Transformative Inquiry and Practice: Through Intercultural Phenomenological Dialogue. Indo-Pacific Journal o.f Phenomenology 19(2): l-11. Husserl, Edmund. 1946. Die Krisis der europciischen Wissenschaften und die transzendentale Phänomenologie: Ein Einleitung in die phcinomenologische Philosophie. HUA 6. Dordrecht: Springer; 1970. The Crisis of European Sciences ond Transcendental Phenomenologt: An Introdttction to Phenomenological Philosophy. Translated by David Carr. Evanston: Norlhwestern University Press. Husserl, Edmund. 1989. Aufsätze und Vortrcige (1922-1937) HUA 27. Dordrecht: Springer; 1997. Psychological and Transcendental Phenomenology and the Con/rontation with Heidegger (1927-1931). Translated and edited by Thomas Sheehan and Richard E. Palmer. Dordrecht: Springer. Husserl, Edmund. 2008. Die Lebenswelt: Auslegungen der vorgegebenen Welt und ihrer Konstitution HL.A 39. Dordrecht: Springer. Husserl, Edrnund. 2014. Grenzprobleme der Phaenomenologie: Analysen des Unbewusstseins ttnd der Instinkte. Metaphysik. Spaete Ethik (Terte ctus dent Nachlass 1908 - 1937) HUA 42. Dordrecht: Springer. Lau, Kwok-ying. 2007. "Jan Patoöka: Critical Consciousness and Non-Eurocentric Philosopher of the Phenomenological Movement". Studia Phrenomenologica 7: 475-492. Lau, Kwok-ying.2010. "Patoöka's Concept of E,urope: An Intercultural Considertation". In Jan Patoöka and the Heritage of'Phenomenologl,, edited by Erika Abrams and Ivan Chvatik (229-244). Dordrecht: Springer. Lau, Kwok-ying. 2019. "Whither Intercultural Philosophy? Responses to Comments and Questions on Phenomenology and Intercultural Understanding: Toward a New Cultural Flesh". Dao 18:127-136. Lau, Kwok-ying. 2016. Phenomenology- and Intercultural Understanding: Toward a New Cultural Flesh. Dordrecht: Springer. Mackinlay, Shane. 2017. "Hermeneutic Perspectives on Ontology, After Metaphysics has Been Overcome: From Levinas to Merleau-Ponty". Sophia 26: 115-124. Miettinen, Timo. 2020. The Idea o.f Europe in Husserl's PhenomenolopX,,: A Study in Generati,ity and Historici4y. Evanston: Northwestern University Press. Moran, Dermot.2011. "Even the Papuan is a Man and Not a Beast": Husserl on Universalism and the Relativity of Cultures". Journal of the Histotl, of Philosophy a9 ($: 463 -494. Steinbock, Antony. 1995. Home and Beyond: Generatiye Phenomenology ofter Husserl Evanston: Northwestern University Press. Tava, Francesco. 2016. Phenomenology and the Idea of Europe: Introductory Remarks. Journal of the British SocieQ for Phenomenology 47 (3): 205-209. Yu, Ching-Chi. 2012. Husserl on Ethical Renewal and Philosophical Rationality: Intercultural Refl ection . Inves tigacion es Fenom enolö gicas 9 : I 45 -1 56. 
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